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Quality of Education Systems: Evaluation Models

Summary
The Psychometric Research Group of the University of Oviedo participated in different
presentations and workshops organized within the framework of the II International Congress of
Psychological Evaluation held in November 2018 at the San Ignacio De Loyola University (Lima,
Peru). This work gathers part of those contributions. Specifically, the aim of this paper is to
present the mathematical models and methodological procedures available for the analysis of data
in the evaluation of educational systems. The design, execution and dissemination of the results
of an evaluation program of the education system is a complex task that poses a challenge in
different areas, among which data analysis stands out. These programs have two main purposes:
to know and describe the level of knowledge and skills of the student population and to identify
and analyze the context and process factors associated with educational outcomes. In order to
fulfil both purposes, the evaluation of education systems has been provided with unique and
specific methodological solutions. Three of them are presented in this paper. Two are aimed at
expressing learning outcomes: plausible values and cut-off methods, while the last focuses on
analyzing the relationship between school factors and outcomes.
Keywords: Evaluation of Education Systems; Item Response Theory; Plausible Values;
Hierarchical-linear Models; School Effectiveness

Resumen
El grupo de Investigación Psicometría de la Universidad de Oviedo participó en diferentes
ponencias y talleres organizados en el marco del II Congreso Internacional de Evaluación
Psicológica celebrado en noviembre de 2018 en la Universidad San Ignacio De Loyola (Lima,
Perú). El presente trabajo recoge parte de aquellas aportaciones. En concreto el objetivo de este
escrito es presentar los modelos matemáticos y procedimientos metodológicos disponibles para
el análisis de los datos en las evaluaciones de sistemas educativos. El diseño, ejecución y
diseminación de resultados de un programa de evaluación de sistema educativo es una tarea
compleja que supone un desafío en diferentes ámbitos, entre los que destaca el análisis de datos.
Estos programas tienen dos grandes finalidades: conocer y describir el nivel de conocimientos y
competencias de la población de estudiantes e identificar y analizar los factores de contexto y
proceso asociados a los resultados educativos. Para cumplir ambas finalidades la evaluación de
sistemas educativos se ha dotado de soluciones metodológicas singulares y específicas. En este
escrito se presentan tres de ellas. Dos están orientadas a expresar los resultados del aprendizaje:
valores plausibles y métodos de punto de corte, mientras que la última está centrada en analizar
la relación entre los factores escolares y los resultados.
Palabras clave: Evaluación de sistemas educativos; Teoría de Respuesta al ítem; Valores
Plausibles; Modelos jerárquico-lineales; Eficacia escolar.

Introduction
The evaluation of educational systems will be 60 years old in 2019. In June 1959, under the
sponsorship of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
the Twelve-Country Study was launched, a transnational cooperation program that explored the
possibility of making rigorous international comparisons of academic performance and which is
considered the world's first school performance assessment study. As it corresponds to a
development stage, the 12-country Pilot Study pointed out the limitations and challenges faced
by the evaluation of educational systems (translation and cultural adaptation of tests, logistics of
application, comparability of results...), but it also pointed out that, under certain conditions,
comparison was possible (Foshay, Thorndike, Hotyat, Pidgeon& Walker, 1962).
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Since then, the evaluation of educational systems has grown and become widespread. The
first national assessment, The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), was
organized in 1969 by the U.S. Department of Education. In Latin America, most countries began
to evaluate their education systems in the 1990s, although in some cases (e.g., Chile, Mexico, or
Costa Rica) the beginning is earlier (Woitschach, 2018). Several worldwide studies are currently
underway: Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA), Progress in International Reading Literacy Study
(PIRLS), International Civic and Citizenship Education Study (ICCS), and International
Computer and Information Literacy Study (ICILS). International regional assessments are also
available. In Latin America and the Caribbean, the Latin American Laboratory for Assessment of
the Quality of Education (LLECE) is noteworthy, although it is possible to cite examples from
each continent. In Africa, Southern and Eastern Africa Consortium for Monitoring Educational
Quality (SAMEQ) and Programme for the Analysis of Education Systems (PASEC); in Asia,
Southeast Asia Primary Learning Metrics (SEA-PLM); and in Oceania, Pacific Islands Literacy
and Numeracy Assessment (PILNA).
Despite their diversity, all of them pursue two purposes: to know and describe the level
of knowledge and skills of the student population, whether at a specific moment or throughout
schooling; and to identify and analyze the context and process factors associated with educational
outcomes (Fernández-Alonso, 2004). The objective of this paper is to present the main
methodological and analytical solutions for this dual purpose. Therefore, the work is organized
into two sections: the first will show mathematical models and methods for estimating and
describing learning outcomes, and the second will recreate models for analyzing factors
associated with school performance.
Quality of education systems: Evaluation models
The evaluation of the education system has two ways of reporting student results. On the one
hand, the average scores (scale scores) aggregated at the population level, of strata or other
variables of interest (demographic, type of center, etc.). These are synthetic scores that allow
comparisons between groups and, therefore, tend to have a media impact. The results are also
presented as achievement levels, which are performance standards that describe the knowledge
and skills of the population.
Results expressed as average scores
In the early days, education system assessment programs expressed student cognitive outcomes
using the fundamentals of Classical Test Theory (Foshay et al., 1962). However, in order to
maintain an adequate validity of content, these evaluations handle a large number of items, which
forces them to be distributed in different booklet models following the principles of experimental
design (Adams & Wu, 2002; Allen, Carlson &Zelenak, 1999; Allen, Donoghue &Schoeps, 2001;
Beaton, 1987; Fernández-Alonso &Muñiz, 2011; Frey, Hartig& Rupp, 2009; Mullis, Martin,
Kennedy, Trong& Sainsbury 2009; Olson, Martin & Mullis, 2008). When the test is applied, each
student only responds to one booklet model, that is, he or she is confronted with a subsample of
the entire bench, with the aggravating circumstance that the books are far from being perfectly
parallel (Lord, 1962). In this context, classical models are inappropriate for reporting student
results (Muñiz, 1997, 2018). These limitations in the equation andcomparability of results were
not solved until the last quarter of the 20th century, when NAEP first employed mathematical
models derived from Item Response Theory (TRI, Beaton, 1987; Bock, Mislevy& Woodson,
1982; Messick, Beaton & Lord, 1983) which, since then, has been the dominant approach for
expressing cognitive outcomes in education system assessments.
TRI models are logistic functions that estimate the competence or ability of students in the
variable evaluated based on their responses to a set of items and the parameters or metric
properties of those items. Its mathematical formulation is the following (Mazzeo, 2018):
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(1)

𝑝(𝑢𝑝 ; 𝛽|𝛩)

Where, 𝛩 ≡ (𝛩1 , 𝛩2 , … , 𝛩𝑚 ) is the vector of the student's competence or ability p
conditioned by his/her vector or pattern of responses to the test items𝑢𝑝 ≡ (𝑢𝑝1 , 𝑢𝑝2 , … , 𝑢𝑝𝑛 )′and
by the vector of the parameters of the items 𝛽 = (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑖 )′. The number of item parameters
determines the TRI model used in each study. For example, LLECE, SACMEQ, PILNA, ICCS
and PISA (in this case until 2012) combine the Rasch model for dichotomous items and the partial
credit model for politomous items (Adams & Wu, 2002; Hungi, 2011; Martin & Kelly, 1997;
Pacific Community, 2016; Schulz, Carstens, Losito&Fraillon, 2018; UNESCO-Regional Bureau
of Education for Latin America and the Caribbean [UNESCO-OREALC], 2016a). From 2015
onwards, PISA combines the Birnbaum model (2-parameters) for binary items and Muraki's
generalized partial credit model for items with three or more categories (Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD], 2017). NAEP, TIMSS and PIRLS as well
combine three models according to the format of the items: 3-parameters for multiple-choice
items, 2-parameters for binary open items and Muraki's model for polytomous items (Martin,
Mullis & Hooper, 2016, 2017; National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2018).
The TRI models have undoubted advantages over the classic approach (Muñiz, 2018). In
return, they are less intuitive since the scale of scores(𝛩) is indeterminate, it moves between
infinite extremes. In order to solve the indeterminacy the results are offered in transformed scores.
The best known expresses the results on a normal scale with mean 500 points and standard
deviation 100 [N(500,100)] (Hungi, 2011; Martin et al., 2016, 2017; OECD, 2017), although other
values are possible (NCES, 2018; Pacific Community, 2016; UNESCO-OREALC, 2016a;
UNESCO-OREALC, & LLECE, 2016a).
Traditionally, psych educational assessment calculates function (1) using weighted
maximum likelihood point estimators or Bayesian procedures (Muñiz, 1997, 2018). However, in
the evaluation of education systems, individual scores are of no interest. Mazzeo (2018) calls
these studies group-score assessement to emphasize that their objective is to estimate and
compare population parameters (e.g., country averages) and not to evaluate individual
performances as it occurs in most educational and psychological research. In addition, it has been
demonstrated that point estimators present biases when recovering population parameters
(Beaton, 1987; Mislevy, Beaton, Kaplan & Sheehan, 1992; von Davier, Gonzalez &Mislevy,
2009). Therefore, the evaluation of educational systems has developed a unique and specific
procedure to report cognitive results: plausible values (PV).
A PV can be defined as a random sample taken from a posteriori multivariate density
function that contains the distribution of a student's probabilities of obtaining a subject score
evaluated based on his/her responses to a parameterized bank of items and their sociodemographic and personal characteristics. Mathematically the model is expressed in the
following way (Mazzeo, 2018):
(2)

𝑓(𝛩|𝑢𝑝 , 𝑥𝑝 ) ∝ 𝑝(𝑢𝑝 ; 𝛽̂ |𝛩)∅(𝛩; 𝛤 ′ 𝑥𝑝 , 𝛴)

The term𝑓(𝛩|𝑢𝑝 , 𝑥𝑝 ) represents the a posteriori density function of the student's level of
competence (𝜃)conditioned by their responses to the items (𝑢𝑝 )and their socio-demographic and
personal characteristics (𝑥𝑝 ). This density function collects the distribution of probable student
scores and is the product of two probability distributions. On the one hand, an IRT model seen in
(1) that estimates the level of competence of students conditioned by their responses to some
items of known parameters [𝑝(𝑢𝑝 ; 𝛽̂ |𝛩)]and, on the other hand, a model of population structure
[∅(𝛩; 𝛤 ′ 𝑥𝑝 , 𝛴)]where𝛤 ′ is the matrix of regression coefficients of the socio-demographic
population variables on the results and 𝛴is the matrix of variance-covariance of the characteristics
of the population. Therefore, the second term of the product is a function of continuous density
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that estimates the probability that a student has a certain level of competence conditioned by his
socio-demographic and personal characteristics, the effect that these characteristics have on
performance at the population level and the relationship that exists between the variables used to
define these characteristics. Socio-demographic characteristics are understood as variables such
as gender, age, socioeconomic and cultural level of the student, average school results, as well as
other factors extracted from the analysis of main components of the responses to the context
questionnaires (Martin et al., 2016, 2017; Mazzeo, 2018; OECD, 2017; NCES, 2018; UNESCOOREALC, 2016a).
The PV estimation procedure is carried out in two phases. The first is similar to the
adjustment of an ordinary item bank: an equal unweighted number of cases is selected for all
groups (e.g., same N of students for all countries or strata) that functions as a calibration sample.
From the response vector, the parameters of the items are calculated using some point estimation
procedure. In the second phase we work with all the cases and their corresponding sample weights
to estimate the density function a posteriori from which the PV will be extracted randomly. In this
phase, the matrix includes the vector of the students' responses to the items and all the information
about their socio-demographic characteristics and the factors extracted from the analysis of main
components. The parameters of the items of the first phase are set as prior information for all
groups and the socio-demographic variables function as covariates in a multiple regression model.
The estimation of the multivariate density function is done separately for group (country or
sample stratum) so that item parameters remain constant in all countries, and are complemented
by the specific effect of covariates on scores in each country or stratum. The description of the
logic and fundamentals of PV can be found in Mazzeo (2018), NCES (2018) and von Davier et
al. (2009) and details for execution in Wu, Adams, Wilson and Haldane (2007).
From the estimated density function for each student, as just described, a certain number
of VPs are randomly taken, between 5 and 20, which are likely student scores (OECD, 2017;
Martin et al., 2016, 2017; NCES, 2018). Figure 1 shows the density functions of two students
who responded to the same items and whose socio-demographic and personal characteristics are
similar. Student 2 matched more items than student 1 and therefore his density function is located
more to the right on the N scale (500,100). However, the probable values of each student are very
broad. In this example, 5 VP are randomly extracted for each student. Note that, in general, student
2's likely values are higher than student 1's. However, student 2's VP-2 (about 480 points) is lower
than student 1's VP-4. (around 520). It is for this reason that PVs, unlike point IRT estimators,
cannot be used to report individual results and are only used in the evaluation of education systems
to describe population parameters (Mazzeo, 2018; NCES, 2018).
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Figure 1. The logic of assigning scores: a posteriori density function[𝑓(𝛩|𝑢𝑝 , 𝑥𝑝 )] and selection
of plausible values for two students.
Finally, the score of each group (country, jurisdiction, stratum...) is expressed as the
average of the VP. However, the standard error of the mean is not calculated as the ratio between
the standard deviation and the square root of the number of cases since students are not selected
by a simple random procedure, but by cluster sampling in two or more stages. This requires resampling methods to calculate typical estimator errors. The details of this calculation can be found
in OECD (2009).
Results expressed as qualitative scales: performance levels
The synthetic scoring scales described above summarize population parameters and make it
possible to locate and compare group performances. However, the numerical score does not
provide information on the knowledge and skills actually attained by the students (FernándezAlonso, 2004). To answer these types of questions, a methodology is used, called performance
levels, whose purpose is to establish cut-off points on the continuous scale and to analyze the
knowledge, skills and abilities that shows the group of students above a certain level or cut-off
point (Kelly, Mullis & Martin, 2000; Martin et al., 2016, 2017; UNESCO-OREALC, 2016a).
It is an arbitrary procedure, but at the same time very practical and efficient. Its logic is similar
to the textile industry's use of anthropometric measures (OECD, 2017; Educational Evaluation
Service of the Principality of Asturias, 2018a). Physical traits, like the results of a cognitive test,
are very variable and are expressed in numerical and continuous scales. For example, the width
of the hips of men normally oscillates between 65 and 150 centimeters, that is, in a range of 85
centimeters. However, textile producers collapse or group this range into a few categories: size S
(between 78 and 85 cm.); size M (between 86 and 94 cm.) and so on. Apart from distances,
determining cut points follows the same idea: to arbitrate limits or intervals on a continuous scale
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to group scores into a few levels of performance. The procedure is executed in two major phases
(Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias, 2018a, 2018b):
-

Determine cut-off points on the outcome scale to establish performance groups or
performance levels and assign items to those levels.
Prepare descriptions that summarize student competencies at each of the performance
levels.

Determine cut-off points and assign items to performance levels. There are different
procedures for establishing cut-off points (Muñiz, 2018). In its first editions, TIMSS indicated
the cut-off points a priori on the percentile scale (Kelly et al., 2000). At present, both TIMSS
and PIRLS set four cuts on the N(500,100) scale: 400, 475, 550 and 625 points, creating as
many groups with students who obtain a score of ±5 points on these marks (Martin and Mullis,
2012; Martin et al., 2016, 2017). Thus, for example, the Low Level group is made up of
students who scored between 395 and 405 points (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Cut-off points and performance level groups in TIMSS and PIRLS
Source: Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias
The following compares the success rate of the four groups in each of the items. There
are several criteria for assigning items to achievement levels, although they are all based on the
same principle: an item will be assigned to an achievement level when the majority of students at
that level (at least 60%) respond correctly to the item while the majority of students at the next
lower level fail it (less than 50% of right answers). For example, an item will be assigned to the
High Level if it is successful by at least 60% of the students in that group and more than half of
the students in the Intermediate Level fail it.
Taking a priori scores on the N(500,100) scale is not the only way to establish cut-off
points. Other studies such as PISA, LLECE or PILNA determine their cut-off points by consensus
of a group of experts on the characteristics of the items (Hungi et al., 2010; OECD, 2017;
UNESCO-OREALC, 2016a). In this case a panel of experts works with the items ordered by their
level of difficulty and collegially agree to indicate the cut-off points. At this point the most critical
marks are upper and lower limits. Determining the lower limit means identifying the items that
ask for basic and elementary aspects, so that students who do not respond correctly to them will
become part of the group of lesser competence. In order to establish the upper limit, it is necessary
to isolate the items with greater complexity, those that can only be resolved by advanced or
excellent students. Once the extreme marks are delimited, the range of points between the two is
divided equally into as many points as groups are necessary.
Figure 3 exemplifies the procedure for establishing 6 performance levels with a 20 item
test (Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias, 2018a). The central part of
the graph shows together the distribution of results [N(500,100)] and the items ordered by their
difficulty. Since the student score and the difficulty of the items are on the same scale, it is possible
to predict, for example, that the student body that obtains 600 points has a high probability of
guessing the 15 items whose difficulty is below this mark (all those between item 05 and item
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18). Likewise, it is also more likely that this student body will fail the 5 items whose degree of
difficulty is above 600 points (ít09, 07, 20, 17 and 19).
In this example, the group of experts agreed that the basic items were 12, 13 and 18. Of
the three, the graph indicates that item 13 is the most difficult and, therefore, the lower limit is
located immediately above the difficulty of that item, in this case 360 points. It will then be said
that the probability of hitting a basic item by students who obtain less than 360 points is less than
pure chance (p < 0.50). In the case of the upper limit, the panel of experts agreed that only the
most competent student body will guess items 17 and 19. Between them, the ít17 is easier and,
therefore, the upper limit is established below the difficulty level of this item (680 points). In this
way it is predicted that a student who obtains more than 680 points will have a higher probability
at random (p > 0.50) of guessing a very complex item. Therefore, 680 points marks the difference
between the advanced or excellent student body and the rest of the students evaluated. As this
example sought to establish six levels of performance, the space between the lower and upper
marks is divided into four parts of 80 points each. The items that fall within each quadrant are
assigned to their respective performance level.

Figure 3. The logic of assigning items to performance levels in expert agreement methods
Source: Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias
Develop descriptions that summarize competencies. With the items sorted by level of difficulty
or assigned to performance levels, a panel of experts in the subject and evaluated course analyzes
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their content, taking on three tasks (Nungi et al., 2010; OECD, 2017; UNESCO-OREALC,
2016a):
-

-

-

Develop short descriptions that define the specific skills and abilities needed to respond
correctly to each of the items. Generally these descriptions are very punctual and concrete
since they refer to the knowledge and cognitive processes that are put into play at the
moment of responding to certain items.
The set of items at each level makes up the range of competences, knowledge and skills
of the students at that level. Therefore, the second task consists of writing a general
description that summarizes and characterizes each of the levels of performance.
Select a group of items that exemplify the competencies of each group or performance
level. These items will be released and published in the corresponding results reports.

The descriptions contained in the scales of competence described have four characteristics
(Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias, 2018a):
-

-

-

They are hierarchical and inclusive: the model predicts that students at a given level have
a high probability of responding correctly to items at lower levels.
They are probabilistic, not deterministic: it cannot be concluded that all students at one
level will respond correctly to the same items or that, because they belong to the same
level, their real competence in the subject is identical.
They are empirical: the descriptions contained in the levels of achievement come
primarily from responses to specific items and, therefore, represent effective student
achievement.
They have the potential to guide educational practice: because of the way in which levels
are constructed, they have the potential to predict future learning that the student is able
to approach succesfully.

How are factors associated with educational outcomes identified and analyzed?
The evaluation of the education system has to offer educational policy guidelines for school
improvement (Fernández-Alonso, 2004; UNESCO-OREALC, 2016b). This implies identifying
and studying the elements linked to educational outcomes. In order to gather the necessary
information to synthesize these factors, context questionnaires are applied to students, families,
teachers, school principals and, occasionally, educational authorities of the participating
countries. This information allows for the construction of simple variables and complex indices.
The former reflect observable or documentarily verifiable facts (e.g., gender, age, etc.) and are
generated through recodifications and arithmetic calculations. Complex indices summarize
unobservable facts or latent variables (e.g., personal attitudes and beliefs, classroom climate,
pedagogical leadership, etc.) and are constructed through confirmatory factor analyses or TRI
models (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2017; UNESCO-OREALC, 2016a).
Prior to the construction of the indices and in order to organize the analysis, theoretical
frameworks based on the systemic approach are developed (Adams & Wu, 2002; Mullis et al.,
2002, 2009; Servicio de Ordenación Académica, Formación del Profesorado y Tecnologías
Educativas del Principado de Asturias (Academic Planning, Teacher Training and Educational
Technologies Service of the Principality of Asturias, 2011). Figure 4 exemplifies a theoretical
framework that functions as a matrix of double-entry specifications for selecting and locating the
variables and indices considered in the analysis.
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Figure 4. Theoretical framework for a study of associated factors
The coordinate axis distinguishes three types of variables according to their nature:
background and socio-demographic context factors that, by definition, are stable and not very
permeable to educational action; process factors that, due to their moldable nature, have greater
potential and capacity for school improvement; and educational results, understood in a broad
sense since they include cognitive, affective results and other desirable products such as user
satisfaction with the educational service (Muñoz-Repiso et al., 1995; Murillo, 2003). The second
axis of the table indicates that the data present a hierarchical or multilevel structure
(Scheerens&Bosker, 1997; Scheerens, 2016): students (micro-level or Level 1) are educated in
classrooms, these form centers (meso-level or Level 2) and these are located in geographic areas
within the same educational system (macro-level or Level 3).
The analysis of associated factors must be coherent with the theoretical framework, an
issue that is reflected both in the type of mathematical models used and in the strategy of
adjustment and comparison of these models. Both aspects are developed below.
Mathematical models in the analysis of associated factors.
In a multilevel structure, students who share higher order hierarchical groupings (e.g., classroom
groups) tend to be more similar to each other and their performances more homogeneous than
those who do not share such groupings. In this context, the assumption of independence of
observations that underpins the analytical solutions of the general linear model cannot be
maintained. In fact, classic multiple regression models present important limitations for analyzing
nested data, since they underestimate measurement errors when they do not contemplate
hierarchical structures of a higher order, or they destroy the internal differences of groups when
they eliminate hierarchical structures of a lower order (Openshaw, 1982; Robinson, 1950).
Three decades ago, the first works were published with multilevel models (Paterson &
Goldstein, 1991), also known as linear hierarchical models (Raudenbush&Bryk, 2002) or random
coefficients (Longford, 1993). Together they make up a family of mathematical models developed
specifically to analyze data of a complex nature. At present their use is widespread because they
are very versatile; they can be implemented on criteria variables measured at any scale:
continuous, ordinal, discrete or binary; and they allow modulating data in longitudinal or growth
designs, repeated measurements, experimental studies with control group and cross-classification
structures, to name but a few the most recurrent applications in educational research (Hox, 1998;
Raudenbush&Bryk, 2002).
In the evaluation of education systems, the data respond to the structure of a nested design,
in which the cases (students, Level 1) are grouped into broader units of information (classrooms,
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centers..., Level 2) and these in turn into higher order structures (population strata, regions,
countries..., Level 3). In this type of design, the most commonly used multilevel models are
variance analysis of a random effects factor, regression analysis with averages as results,
covariance analysis of a random effects factor, regression analysis with random coefficients, and
regression analysis with averages and slopes as results (Gaviria Soto & Castro Morera, 2005;
Pardo, Ruiz & San Martín, 2007; Raudenbush&Bryk, 2002).
A hierarchical-linear model can be understood as a classical regression model with
regressors at different levels and, therefore, the classical regression model is a good starting point
for understanding the logic of hierarchical-linear analysis (Gaviria Soto & Castro Morera, 2005).
Let us suppose that we want to predict the result of a student in a test based on his score in a
socioeconomic and cultural index (ISEC). The simple regression model indicates that the student's
true score (y_i) will be an additive model of three terms. Two of them fixed and common to all
cases: the intercept (𝛽0 ) which is the expected score for students whose ISEC(𝑋𝑖 ) is equal to the
mean(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋̅. = 0); and the slope (𝛽1 ) which is the expected gain (or loss) in the result for each
unit that increases (or decreases) the student's ISEC (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋̅. ≠ 0). The third term is the
estimation error (𝜀𝑖 ) which is assumed to be random (Raudenbush&Bryk, 2002).
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋̅. ) + 𝜀𝑖

(3)

All the same, a hierarchical design assumes that intercepts and slopes are not fixed, but
that each school has its own. The intercepts vary because the centers obtain different average
scores for students of the same ISEC, and the slopes also vary because the differences between
students of low and high ISEC are greater in some centers than in others. These variations in
slopes and intercepts make it necessary to specify a multilevel model that introduces new terms
into the random part of the equation. For this example, where only the ISEC of each student is
included (level 1 measure) and there are no predictors in level 2, a regression model is specified
with random coefficients (intercepts and slopes), which is mathematically defined as
(Raudenbush&Bryk, 2002):
(4)

Level 1:
Level 2:

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽0𝑗 + 𝛽1𝑗 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗
𝛽0𝑗 = 𝛾00 + 𝜇0𝑗
𝛽1𝑗 = 𝛾10 + 𝜇1𝑗

And that in its compact form it looks like this:
(5)

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝛾00 + 𝛾10 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ) + [𝜇0𝑗 + 𝜇1𝑗 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 ]

In this case the prediction of the result of student i in school j(𝑦𝑖𝑗 ) has a fixed part and a
random part, the latter contained in the bracket. As in the classical model the fixed part contains
two terms, 𝛾00 y 𝛾10 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ), whose meaning is similar to that of 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ) in
equation (3). However, now the random part is more complex. In addition to the estimation error
associated with the student (𝜀𝑖𝑗 , two new variation terms are included: one associated with the
fact that centers have different intercepts(𝜇0𝑗 ) and a second variation because the effect of ISEC
on performance [𝜇1𝑗 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 )] is different in each school.
Figure 5 graphically represents the terms of these equations with a fictitious but very plausible
example. The ordinate axis collects the test scores on the N scale (500,100) and the coordinate
axis the ISEC scores on an N scale (0,1). The central green line is the regression line that
summarizes the effect of ISEC on the results in the whole population (all centers and students):
the general intercept (𝛾00 ) equals 500 points and the line has a slope (𝛾10 ) of 31 degrees, which
according to the scale in this graph assumes that for each unit that increases ISEC 15 points of
gain are predicted in the test result.
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In the figure we have also selected two schools that have different intercepts and slopes and we
have pointed out a case, which we will call student 7 of school 2 (𝑦72 ), who achieved 565 points
in the test and whose ISEC is equal to 1 point. According to equation (3) the student 𝑦72 would
have obtained 50 points above the expected value depending on his individual ISEC, since:
𝑦72 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋̅. ) + 𝜀𝑖 =
565 = 500 + 15(1 − 0) + 𝜀𝑖 =
𝜀𝑖 = 565 − 515 = 50

Figure 5. Representation in the plane of the terms of a multilevel equation
However, the student 𝑦72 attends School 2 where the intercept and slope summarizing
the relationship between the results and the ISEC are different from the general parameter and
also from that of other schools. Therefore, the student outcome 𝑦72 can be explained not only by
his ISEC, but also by the school he attends. In the first place, the intercept of School 2 stands at
525 points, that is, student 𝑦72 𝑖𝑠 enrolled in a center whose average is 25 points higher than the
average population (𝜇02 = 25). Note that in the case of School 1 the situation is the opposite:
𝜇01 = −25. In addition, in School 2 the regression slope (𝜇12 ) has an inclination of 45º, that is
to say, the gain in the result for each unit that increases the ISEC is greater than the 15 points
predicted by the population model (𝛾10 ). Precisely, for the scalar values in this graph: 𝜇12 =
𝑡𝑎𝑔(45º) − 𝑡𝑎𝑔(31º) = (1 × 25) − (0,6 × 25) = 1. Therefore, substituting the values of (5):
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝛾00 + 𝛾10 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ) + [𝜇0𝑗 + 𝜇1𝑗 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋̅.𝑗 ) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 ] =
565 = 500 + 15(1 − 0) + [25 + 10(1 − 0) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 ] =
𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 565 − (515 + 25 + 10) = 15
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The example shows that of the 50 points of error that the simple regression model imputes
to the student, 25 points are explained because the student attends a school with good results and
10 additional points because in his school the effect of ISEC on the results is greater than the
estimated for the whole population, so that finally the error related to the student is reduced to 15
points. This illustrates one of the advantages of hierarchical-linear models over classical
regression: they allow the variance of results to be identified and broken down into different
levels: individual, center/classroom and education system. In general, analyses indicate that
higher order structures accumulate less variance than lower levels, which is totally compatible
with the educational reality: school performance has an important component of motivation and
individual effort, so it is expected that individual factors explain a large part of the differences.
Similarly, it is very plausible that classroom variables (orderly climate, teaching methodology,
etc.) have a much greater impact on student outcomes than factors in the education system whose
effect on results is always more indirect (Woitschach, Fernández-Alonso, Martínez-Arias &
Muñiz, 2017).
On the other hand, the use of hierarchical-linear models is not only recommended because
it relates data from complex patterns of variability. It also happens that many educational
phenomena are multilevel in nature, that is, the same measure can have different meanings and
present different effects depending on the level of analysis at which it is considered. Homework
is an example of this type of variable (Trautwein, 2007). Assume questions such as: how often do
you do your homework or how long does it take you to do it? Analyzed at the individual level,
the measures reflect the student's work habit or dedication. However, if the responses are averaged
per classroom, the measure has a different meaning because it describes the teacher's homework
policy, i.e., the frequency or amount of homework assigned. In addition, the effects on
performance differ according to the level of analysis: in general it has been found that the effect
of homework time at the individual level is negative or, at best, not significant, while the
frequency or size of homework tends to be positive and significantly associated with the results
(Fernández-Alonso, Álvarez-Díaz, Suárez-Álvarez&Muñiz, 2017; Fernández-Alonso, SuárezÁlvarez&Muñiz, 2015, 2016; Fernández-Alonso et al, 2019; Trautwein, 2007).
Adjustment and comparison of models to analyze associated factors
The adjustment strategy of a hierarchical-linear analysis begins by specifying very simple models
to which variables are added, while maintaining those significant factors in the previous models.
This makes it possible to compare the increase in the percentage of variance explained by the
successive models and the improvement experienced by the adjustment parameters with the
introduction of new variables. The specification of the models must be coherent with the
theoretical framework of the study (see figure 4) and the strategy is very flexible and allows for
the establishment of different models depending on the objectives of the study and the variables
of interest. However, in the analysis of associated factors there are three basic models that, in one
way or another, are usually included in all studies.
Null model. The multi-level strategy begins with a model without predictors. It is,
therefore, an analysis of variance of a random effects factor that is known as a null or empty
model and covers three purposes: it estimates the magnitude of the total variance and how it is
distributed among the different levels of aggregation; it serves as the basis for comparing the
adjustment and improvement of the explanatory capacity of the rest of the models; and it makes
it possible to estimate the center effect, that is, the proportion of the differences in the result that
are attributable to the educational action of the schools. The estimation of the center effect is the
earliest and oldest line of school effectiveness (Scheerens, 2016; Scheerens&Bosker, 1997;
Scheerens, Witziers& Steen, 2013; Teddlie& Reynolds, 2000; Towsend, 2007) and in Latin
America, research on school effects has been carried out for more than two decades, for which
reason a wide range of works is available (among others, Casas, Gamboa&Piñeros, 2002; Cervini,
2012; Cervini, Dari & Quiroz, 2016; Murillo, 2003, Murillo &Román, 2011; UNESCO-OREALC
& LLECE, 2000, 2010, 2016b). The effect of the center indicates, fundamentally, the percentage
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of variations related to differences in the quality and formative offer of the centers. It is generally
assumed that in more equitable education systems the size of this effect is smaller since
differences in school performance tend to be smaller (Woitschach et al., 2017).

Figure 6. The logic of the center effect
Source: Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias
Figure 6 shows the simulated results of two countries composed of 15 centers (each
represented by a circle). The position of the circle indicates the average of each center on the N
scale (500,100). The average of both countries is identical (520 points), but in Country 2 the
differences between the centers, understood as the variance in the center averages is much smaller
(approximately 50% smaller). Therefore, the size of the effect of the center in Country 2, that is,
the differences or inequalities between its schools are smaller and it is concluded that, in relation
to Country 1, its results are more equitable.
Adjustment model or background models. The second model includes as predictors
the available information on school background and variables of the students' socio-demographic
and school context. The most commonly used variables are the index that summarizes the
socioeconomic and cultural level of the student body or, failing that, variables such as studies and
professions of the parents, number of books in the home, material possessions or characteristics
of the dwelling (Palardy, Rumberger& Butler, 2015; Peña Suárez, Fernández-Alonso & Muñiz,
2009; Sirin, 2005). Other variables widely used in adjustment models are gender, mother tongue
or migrant status, and in Latin American studies it also seems important to be indigenous and to
reconcile work and studies, which are generally not considered in research with developed
countries (UNESCO-OREALC & LLECE, 2016b). On the other hand, the variables related to
school background with the greatest effect on results are, in this order, previous performance,
school repetition, and early schooling.
Background models can be specified with predictors at a single level (e.g., regressions
with means as results or regressions with random coefficients). However, explanatory power is
increased by including adjustment factors at all levels using covariance analysis of a factor or
regression analysis with means and slopes as results. Therefore, it is highly recommended that
background models include variables and factors at all hierarchical levels of analysis (Scheerens,
2016).
The results of the background variables model can be interpreted in terms of educational
inequality: the higher the percentage of variance explained by the predictors included in this
model, the greater the determination of the results by background factors and, therefore, the
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greater the level of inequality. Figure 7 compares the "effect of student socioeconomic and
cultural status (ISEC) on student scores" in two countries with identical test scores (500 points)
and socioeconomic and cultural status (ISEC = 0 points). In Country 1, for each point that ISEC
increases, 25 points of gain are predicted in the test, while in Country 2, 10 points of gain are
predicted in the test for each point that ISEC increases. Therefore, it is concluded that Country 2
seems more equitable since the results of its students are less determined by socioeconomic and
cultural background than in the case of Country 1.

Figure 7. The Logic of the Effect of Sociological Background on Outcomes
Source: Educational Evaluation Service of the Principality of Asturias
Models of educational processes and variables of interest. Once a model with the
background variables is available, the next step in the strategy is to add to it the variables and
factors that describe the educational processes. As already pointed out, the background model
discounts the variance imputable to background and demographic factors. Therefore, the variance
explained by the process models can be interpreted as a net and uncontaminated effect. In other
words, the processes that appear statistically significant will be so after discounting or neutralizing
the effect of the antecedents and, therefore, it can be ruled out that the results of the model are
affected by alternative hypotheses relative to the characteristics of social and demographic
context.
The specifications of the process models can be very varied. The most analytical strategy
is to introduce one by one all the variables of interest on the fit model (UNESCO-OREALC &
LLECE, 2016b). It is the most detailed and in general the most likely to show statistical
significance in the associated factors. It is also possible to specify models that include all process
variables at the same level of analysis. For example, introduce all the process factors measured at
the student level and in this way explore the overall effect on the results of variables such as
reading habits, attitudes, motivation, academic expectations of the student body, etc., and estimate
what percentage of the variance is explained by the personal variables of the student body.
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Another solution, probably more substantive from the theoretical point of view, is to
specify a model for studying specific processes including variables measured at different levels
of analysis. A possible example would be the study of classroom processes (Academic
Organization Service, Teacher Training and Educational Technologies of the Principality of
Asturias, 2011). In this case, the model includes variables measured at the individual level (for
example, the assessment of teaching work by students), and other measures at the classroom level
(work climate, time effectively devoted to learning, profiles of teaching methodology, etc.). With
this type of model it is possible to analyse the interaction between variables at different levels,
answering very interesting research questions such as, for example, studying the influence of a
certain teaching methodology (classroom variable) on student learning with different levels of
comprehension (individual variable), being able to identify teaching-learning methodologies that
greatly benefit students with greater comprehension problems.
In general, the latest model tends to include all process variables at all levels (UNESCOOREALC & LLECE, 2000, 2010). This makes it possible to estimate the predictive capacity of
the whole model and to compare the effects of the set of variables and factors analysed. Those
variables that continue to maintain their statistical significance in the final model can be
considered the most relevant factors on which to support the conclusions of the study and guide
educational policies for the improvement of the education system.

Conclusions
The evaluation of education systems poses a challenge in different areas: availability and logistics
of resources; specification of theoretical frameworks; analysis of data and communication of
results. In relation to data analysis, the main challenge is to respond to the two purposes of these
studies: to express the results and competencies of the school population; and to identify and study
the factors associated with educational outcomes that allow policy decisions to be guided for the
improvement of education systems.
In order to meet the first objective, two unique procedures have been developed. The
scores are expressed as plausible values and not as point estimators. In addition, numerical scores
are translated into descriptions of competencies using cut-off methods that establish performance
levels. For its part, the analysis of associated factors is inseparable from a robust theoretical
framework, which assumes the existence of factors of diverse nature, intimately related and
maintaining hierarchical relationships. In coherence with this theoretical framework, the analysis
of associated factors uses hierarchical-linear models that must be adjusted according to a strategy
that breaks down the variance in the different levels of aggregation and controls and discounts the
part of the variations due to the antecedent factors. This is the only way to estimate a net effect of
the educational and non-polluted processes, and to orient educational policies to the improvement
of the system.
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